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Morgan thought the most difficult decision of her life was deciding to become an official employee of

the MBRC. But now, a senior in high school, sheâ€™s realizing it only gets worse. With a certain

Goblin mob boss urging her to stay within commuting distance of Chicago, and a flirtatious Pooka

pushing her to study overseas, Morgan has a hard enough time trying to sort through her college

choices the way it is. Planning out her future is made even more difficult when terrorist threats are

issued by an anti-human, anti-rehabilitation, magic-based organization. Does Morgan want to

continue working at the MBRC when it puts her life in danger?Previously published under the title:

Farewell to the Magical Beings' Rehabilitation Center?
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Back in April when I read a book called MY LIFE AT THE MBRC? And it was literally the most

entertaining book I had read in a while.Welcome back to the Magical Being Rehabilitation Center

where all your paranormal needs are met! You have female vampires suffering from a fear of blood,

teen techie centaurs rebelling against their parents' insistence on speaking in riddles, elves with a

stick so far up their you know what they can't see straight, the goblin mafia offering the world's best



cookies and of course poor human Morgan L. Fae being harassed by the kiddie Dark Lord.This my

friends is the life I want to live. No joke.I've been anticipating this book for a few months now and it

did not let me down. Let me repeat that--no let downing of my expectations occurred. Not a single

one. Well except Devin isn't real. But that's hardly Shea's fault.Its been 2 years since Morgan joined

the MBRC as a human consultant for all things human related. In those 2 years she's become a

professor, aided the MBRC in negotiations with the Goblin Mafia (aka her friend Hunter's group),

rebuffed Devin's continual flirtations and learned to love the dysfunctionality of the place. But she's a

senior in HS now and hard decisions must be made. Like what school to attend...and whether she

really wanted to spend the rest of her life steeped in the magic world.I appreciated that Shea

presented Morgan's choice between being normal and staying in the magical one as something she

was thinking hard about. We saw her struggle through weighing the pros and the cons (lying for the

rest of her life vs. helping an entire culture live more comfortably). It wasn't just Krad (aka Kiddie

Dark Lord)'s harassment of her and endangerment to her person she considered, she was honestly

trying to figure out if what she was giving up was worth the price.In the time she had joined the

MBRC she did extraordinary things, not because she had special powers, but because she got to

know these people. She learned and listened and didn't discount anyone no matter their race,

alignment or clothing preferences. Could they have found someone to take up her post as

consultant? Oh I'm sure. But could they have found someone who devoted so much of herself to

each person's overall happiness not just their species' happiness? Probably not.I don't want to ruin

too much of this because honestly there's a lot to love and gush about. This is a book that doesn't

take itself, its concept, its characters or hell reader expectations too seriously. Its cliche to say, but I

found Morgan's reaction to Krad to be spot on with how I would have reacted. The way she was

constantly ruffling Aysel or his father's lives. The way she wanted what was best for her friends even

if that meant being ridiculously dressed and blazingly hot.Shea captured a character I not only

would like to know in real life, but who I completely emphasized with. So no I don't want to say

farewell to the MBRC...but I trust that they're having plenty of adventures I'd approve of.

Morgan is quite savvy when it comes to advocating for others, or finding solutions to interpersonal

problems, but she is very young when it comes to matters of her heart.She makes for a fearsome &

fearless warrior -- it is clear why the MBRC wants her on the team even though she is so young.

And I even get why all the various men in her life are drawn to her: she treats everyone as people

not potential romantic partners, so there is an ease to being around her....and I guess that's the

thing: I was hoping to see more of vulnerable Morgan who didn't hide behind her quick wit, but she



is only 18 and very inexperienced in love, so what we get in this book is very consistent for all the

characters including her. They don't pander to what the reader would like, or what would be

easy--which I have to grudgingly appreciate.

Wow! KM Shea has done it again. You don't read a KM Shea book, you go on an adventure with

good friends. I love all the new characters we get to meet in this sequel and I loved getting to hear

more about the lives of the chatacters we were introduced to in the first book. I absolutely couldn't

put it down! The story line is brilliant and well developed. A good, clean fantasy adventure with a

brilliantly witty heroine. What was shaping up to be a torturous love triangle (square?) in the first

book was resolved in the best way possible and she ended up with the guy I was rooting for. I

strongly recommend this book, you won't be disappointed. Money well spent.

I love this series I need way more of them!! I am gifting this book to all my reader friends for the up

coming Holiday's because it is amazing !!! Don't think buy them amazing funny and characters that

make you fall in love with them! I love this author and can't wait for more of her books!

I discovered this author through her Timeless Fairy Tales series. Which, by the way, if you haven't

read, do so. You won't be sorry. Anyway, while waiting for her next one in that series, I decided to

give her MBRC book 1 a try. Got halfway through the first chapter of the first book, and immediately

ordered this one. And am so glad I did. Two days of reading well spent. And definitely books that I

will read again and again.And why, you ask? Well mostly because K.M. has created believable -

and more importantly, likeable - characters, that you'd love to hang out with - in a setting that you

just know, in your heart, should exist. Even Krad - who is so redeemable - is someone you'd love to

meet and share a coffee with. (And yes, we need to read his story. So, no pressure, but start

writing!) And Aysel. That guy seriously needs to be corrupted by a Morgan-type HUMAN female

love. Someone who won't fall for his hotness on sight, but give him a merry run for his money.

(Again, no pressure!)So, do yourself a huge favor. Read these two books. You won't be sorry. I sure

wasn't.

I always know I'm in for a treat when I buy a book by KM Shea. I love how sassy and hilarious her

characters are. It's the perfect combination of action and plot twists and a little romance to keep me

on my toes and unable to put the book down.In the second book of this series, 2 years after the first

one, Morgan is faced with a decision between staying at MBRC or leaving and going far away to



college. This decision is not made any easier by the dark elves trying to, well, kill her. And a certain

Pooka constantly nudging his way into her life (Can I just say how much I enjoy the word "Pooka"? It

just cracks me up and Devin's personality matches that perfectly)The ending left me smiling and

giggling into my pillow and per usual it was perfectly clean and adorable. only kissing, and barely

even that (but don't worry you romance lovers, there's still enough sweet romance to keep you

happy. Just be patient. Especially if you weren't happy with how the 1st ended romantically like

me)5 out of 5 stars. I love this author.Smiles!
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